Women in Management: HSC Speaker Series
“From Model to Master”

A conversation on women-led business, yoga, and the power of wellness
with Stefanie Blase and her Guest

___________________________

Stefanie Blase, Owner Blaze Model Management CLICK for web site

Monday, January 29, 2018 from 12-1pm
USC HSC Location: Broad Center | Conference Room (1st floor)

Lunch will be provided
(For those coming from UPC: The best parking option/location will be the San Pablo Structure. The
booth is staffed. Here's the map: CLICK Walk out to . . .or you should be able to park in the structure
in front of IRD –on the top –you just note to the guard that you’re here for an appointment )

Lunch: Members $18 | Non-members $20
RSVP here by DATE

Stefanie Blase has been a part of the entertainment industry for the past 15 years and has worked in all
major U.S. cities, as well as internationally.
Once a former model on countless magazine covers and tears, catwalks, catalogues, commercial & TV
segments. She had accomplished almost everything, and wanted to stay within the modeling industry.
Stefanie started Blaze Modelz Inc in 2009. Blaze Modelz is a boutique print + commercial agency,
headquartered in Los Angeles, representing both male and female models.
Stefanie has the proper knowledge and life experiences within the modeling business, from being a former
model to building Blaze Modelz from the ground to its empire that it is today.
Stefanie has built strong relationships with major photographers over the years, as well as many different
agencies worldwide. Stefanie and her team at Blaze Modelz thoroughly develop their models portfolios,
runway walks, and overall brand to a higher level to compete for the best fashion weeks, campaigns, and
catalogues worldwide.
Stefanie has worked as a booker well before the start of her company, establishing major connections and
booking models and talent worldwide. Some of the major cities include; Los Angeles, Chicago, New York,
Miami, Paris, Milan, Barcelona, Istanbul, Ibiza, Beijing, & Shanghai.
Stefanie and her staff at Blaze Modelz were featured on the CW Networks show ‘Remodeled’ in 2013.
Stefanie’s episode alone, won the award for Best Reality Program, at the reality TV awards ceremony.

